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This document provides a starting point for conversations about the role of open calls to
museums and cultural institutions and the necessity to prepare students to encounter, negotiate,
and understand these. Brief notes are below, with prominent, current examples listed below,
along with relevant social media handles. These notes are the result of the conversations that
took place across three break-out sessions.
This session focused on recent open calls to museums and cultural institutions to transform both
their workplace conditions and program agendas. Alleging that senior staff at many institutions
foster toxic work environments of racism, sexism, exclusion, and exploitation, museum workers
have begun collectively organizing to articulate their demands for better pay, greater inclusivity,
and safer and more equitable working conditions alongside creating museums that are more
robustly diverse and explicitly antiracist in their programming. The COVID-19 pandemic has
exacerbated these tensions, as many museum workers have been furloughed or laid off, and
resistance to speaking up has faded in favor of demanding structural change in the museum.
When senior level management have proved resistant, museum workers have gone public,
publishing their demands through online outlets and social media.
Discussions in the breakout sessions examined recent case studies in the hope of training future
museum workers how to effectively engage and navigate labor issues and workplace dynamics.
Topics included recent efforts to unionize by a range of different museums as well as open calls
lodged against institutions. Conversation also focused on how to emphasize emotional and
collaborative skill-building in the museum studies curriculum, citing Dr. Marc Brackett’s
Permission to Feel as a potential resource.
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This document was posted in February 2021. If you have questions about this document, please
contact MSN Programming Chair, Juilee Decker, jdgsh@rit.edu.
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